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Abstract
Increasing size and geographical separation of design data and
teams has created a need for a network-based electronic design
environment that is scaleable, adaptable, secure, highly
available, and cost effective. In the WELD project we are
evaluating aspects of the network integration and
communication infrastructure needed to enable such a
distributed design environment. The architecture of WELD and
the components developed to implement the system, together with
performance results, are described and evaluated.
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Introduction

Advances in areas such as software methodology, operating
systems, storage systems, and programming languages have
often had an enormous impact on EDA. The explosive growth in
the development of wide-area network infrastructure over the
past few years indicates an opportunity for the industry and the
field of computer science in general to make a leap to a new
generation of capabilities. Specifically, we envision the entire
EDA community organized as an integrated distributed
environment [39] that offers users the ability to create an
evolvable, customizable and adaptable “virtual” design system
that can couple tools, libraries, design, and validation services.
Beyond that, the system could also provide manufacturing,
consulting, component acquisition, and product distribution,
encompassing the developments of companies, universities, and
individuals throughout the world.
In this paper we present an approach to the network
infrastructure developed for such a distributed design system.
The motivation and description of the WELD project [47] is given
in Section 2. Comparisons to related work are documented in
Section 3. A high level view of the WELD architecture and its
key components is introduced in Section 4 and results and
experiences from our efforts are described in Section 5.
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The WELD Project

The goal of the WELD project is to pull together emerging
technologies, such as network communications, visualization
[45], alternative interfaces, and new algorithmic approaches to
design, to provide the basis for a next-generation EDA system.
Working sets of modern VLSI designs, which approach two
gigabytes of data today and will continue to grow, are forcing
design teams to become larger and more distributed [35],
indicating a great need for a collaborative, distributed design
system that is scaleable, adaptable, secure, highly available, and
cost effective.
The World Wide Web [49] today can be viewed as a “bad
multicomputer”, which has all the possibilities for parallelization
of a normal multiprocessor, but a great deal more uncertainty in
the latency, performance, and consistency guarantees that are
offered. By carefully analyzing the usage of today's users and
tools, it may be possible to somewhat relax the traditional ACID
properties (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability)
[15] required for reliable data management and exchange and
make use of the network for distributed collaborative design. A
new set of semantics referred to as BASE [13] (Basically
Available, Soft state, Eventual consistency) has been proposed
that stresses availability and low latency, instead of the
traditional transactional capabilities of ACID that have often
proven to be too high in overhead and complexity. In BASE, a
fast, approximate answer may be more valuable initially than a
late-but-correct response. Part of the design challenge facing the
WELD group was to find a general, flexible architecture that
features both properties and addresses as wide a range of EDA
requirements as possible.
To be successful, the WELD system must be built upon an open
design environment that is scaleable and adaptive, where system
service and performance are not sacrificed with the addition of
tools, users and different technologies, and the use of
components guarantees flexibility and extensibility. In the
current implementation, users can easily extend features or
incorporate into the system existing tools and technologies,
regardless of programming language, operating system base, or
development environment.
A wide range of computing
resources, from high-end workstations to mobile PDAs, are
supported in WELD through the use of servers and proxies
located both locally and in the network.
Although the Web potentially offers substantial performance
improvements for suitably partitioned or iterative designs [4],
additional infrastructure will be required to assure robustness,
especially in the area of data management. Intermediate state of
long processes must be stored so that design states can be

recovered efficiently and incrementally after any hardware,
software, or network failure. Security measures1 must also be
available so that data security is never comprised.
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System Architecture
Services

Applications and services in a distributed environment should
manifest high availability, providing users with consistent ondemand access regardless of time or location. The Web offers
several built-in advantages to a distributed design system. The
wide distribution of Java-enabled browsers enables the system to
be readily accessible to a large user base, making it fertile
ground for innovation and wide-area collaboration. In addition,
Java clients allow for consistent and intuitive user interfaces and
platform independence, thus reducing start-up and training time.
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Our architecture and infrastructure for a distributed design
environment can be compared to CAD frameworks [17, 48].
Comparable features include:
•

A design database – distributed data manager and client
object management package

•

A design data manager – versioning, security and meta-data
handling capabilities

•

A design process manager – server wrapper and distributed
workflow system.

However, our approach differs from others’ work2 in a number
of fundamental ways. Most of the past efforts in the area of
CAD frameworks are involved in introducing new systems,
techniques or extensions in specific areas of design data
management [33, 46], design meta-data management [14, 24,
34], and flow, process and tool management [12, 16, 18, 25, 43].
WELD, however, concentrates on providing reliable, scaleable
connection and communication mechanisms for distributed
users, tools and services. It also extends the traditional
client/server model by treating both tools and data as potentially
mobile components. This component-based approach facilitates
both the fragmentation of large data sets into manageable and
transferable segments as well as the separation of sophisticated
tools into logical components that can be run on either clients,
servers, or proxies. While we are also involved in the
development of EDA applications [47], the goal of the work
presented in this paper is to provide the enabling and enhancing
mechanisms that leverage existing systems and toolkits. The
infrastructure was deliberately engineered such that no
restrictions or assumptions are placed on data representation,
design methodologies or data and tool usage, instead allowing
policy choices to be built on top of the infrastructure. Finally,
the WELD project avoids the tight coupling found between many
frameworks and their operating environments (i.e. UNIX and
NFS) by using platform-independent standards such as Java,
sockets, proxies, and generic string-based communication
protocols.

1

Security features can be layered upon the base WELD architecture.

2

A number of external efforts that are relevant to our research include
the REUBEN system [26], CREW [8], the Design Agent system [3],
and Active Documents [38].
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Figure 1: WELD System Architecture.
The three-tier WELD architecture3 (Figure 1) consists of:
•

Remote Servers – network-accessible tools or services.
These can be either command-line tools encapsulated by
server wrappers or tools with built-in support for socket
connections and WELD communication protocols.

•

Network services – infrastructure components found in the
network that are available on demand to applications.
Examples include the Distributed Data Manager, Proxies
and Registry Service.

•

Clients – applications that use the WELD infrastructure to
access network resources. These can be either Java
Browser Clients, which incorporate the WELD Java client
packages and are run via Java-enabled browsers, or Generic
Clients, which are developed in socket-enabled languages
such as Java, C, C++, or PERL and use the client
protocol(s).

The Client-Server Communication Protocol and Client-Database
Communication Protocol are the mechanisms that enable these
network entities to communicate with each other.

4.1

Server Infrastructure

A Server Wrapper package [41] was implemented to provide an
interface between normal UNIX applications and the WELD
system, abstracting away the system internals from application
integrators. Its network code allows programs to switch between
the role of a client, server, and proxy in the WELD system. Also
included is the capability to send heartbeats and periodic updates
to remote systems, providing status and failure information.

4.2

Network Services

The Distributed Data Manager provides data services to remote
applications via generic network socket connections. It utilizes
the WELD client-database communication protocol to serialize
and mirror Java object hierarchies to an object-oriented database
server in the network.
The data manager facilitates
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The WELD architecture is covered in greater detail in [5, 40].

customizability in the addition of new message types as well as
the transfer and translation of data between different tools. It is
also accessible via multiple interfaces, including the WELD
protocols and HTTP.
In the WELD architecture, Proxies are software programs that
reside in the network and act as transparent, “intelligent” agents
between clients, network servers, and other proxies. Although
originally used as a means to circumvent the Netscape Java
security model4, proxies offer a wide range of other possibilities,
which include translating between data formats, filtering and
redirecting of data flow, tracking and monitoring network tool
usage, caching, and security.
The Registry Service server dynamically maintains information
on the availability of network resources and their status,
including uptime, history, failure rate, etc.

4.3

result is a cohesive, distributed design system that uses and tests
the limits of the network infrastructure, as well as sheds light on
many of the criteria discussed in Section 2, such as ACID/BASE
properties, flexibility, and ease of use. Components (see Figure
2) include a Java front-end (Workflow Monitor, see Figure 3) in
which workflows are created, displayed, and tracked, (2) tool
servers, which actually perform operations upon data, (3) a
registry that tracks distributed resources, (4) a database server
that stores the final and intermediate results, and (5) a central
control proxy (workflow server) that receives the workflow
graph from the client and then handles workflow execution.
Tools in the system in the 1997 DAC demonstration [7] included
(1) simple programs, such as rwho, finger, email [27], (2) UC
Berkeley CAD tools, including the Nova state optimization tool
[30], VIS [44], SIS [36], POLIS [32], and (3) a commercial CAD
tool, the Synopsys Design Compiler [10].

Client Infrastructure

The Java Client Persistent Object Management Package [6]
works in tandem with the data manager. It enables Java (client)
objects to be managed and manipulated by a network data server.
In addition to object storage and retrieval5, it extends remote data
backend capabilities, such as querying and versioning, to client
users, through a set of extensible APIs.
A Java Network Client Package [6] was also developed to allow
Java applets and applications to communicate with WELD
network resources.
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Results and Experiences
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5.1

Java-Based OCT - A CAD Data Manager

The first application of the data server and persistent object
management package was a Java-based version [6] of the
Berkeley OCT Tools. OCT serves as the data manager for a
large number of VLSI/CAD applications following the Berkeley
CAD framework [30]. The Java persistent object package
provides a layer of abstraction for the data server, presenting
capabilities including object saving and loading, as well as object
traversal with an interface similar to that of the OCT generator.
A data schema was created that follows the OCT convention, in
which objects can be arbitrarily attached to each other, providing
a general mechanism for data organization upon which
developers can impose specific policies. Several applications
that involved the construction, display, and partitioning of
netlists were built upon this infrastructure.6

5.2

Tools

Figure 2: Architecture of the Distributed Workflow System.
The numbers indicate the flow of events during a workflow
execution.

The Distributed Workflow System

The Distributed Workflow System [41] pulls together many of the
WELD components developed, including the server wrapper,
client packages, proxies, registry server, and data manager. The
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Java applets can only make socket connections to the server from
which they were downloaded.

5

Other efforts in the area of Java object and database connectivity
include the Java Database Connectivity API [22] and various
commercial persistent Java object systems [20, 28, 29].

6

EE 244, a graduate-level course on CAD in UC Berkeley Fall 1996,
used the Java-based OCT package for several class assignments [11].

Figure 3: Workflow Monitor of the Distributed Workflow
System.

5.3

Experiences and Measurements
Data Rates

Most of the WELD components were developed and tested on a
high-speed local area network more representative of a company
Intranet than a widely distributed design environment. Several
measurements were made to gauge the effects of wide area
networks on the system using a design process requiring
interaction between a machine at Berkeley and a machine at
North Carolina State University (NCSU). Although these
measurements are not comprehensive, they provide useful orderof-magnitude estimates for performance that indicate that the
length of the link is not a current system bottleneck.
Figure 4 shows a set of data rate comparisons for both local and
distant data transfers in C++. While the results (Table 1) for
local server with large buffer transfer, local server with byte
parsing, and remote server with large buffer transfer, scale
linearly, the fact that byte parsing, even in C++, delayed the
system more than the wide-area network was surprising.
Data Rate Comparisons
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Data Rates - Large Buffer
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Figure 5: Data Rates – Large Buffer

5.3.2

Java

Prototyping Java applications provided a number of insights with
regards to using Java and a distributed server system for
computing-intensive (EDA) applications. Java and Java-based
OCT were well-received within a group of users (UC Berkeley
CAD Group) currently developing applications primarily in C.
This was due to Java’s object-oriented nature, ease of
programming for both general programming logic and user
interfaces, good abstraction of I/O and networking, useful
documentation, library functions, and reasonable performance.
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Most of WELD group’s Java development was implemented
using the JDK, which offered favorable performance and
promised a portable Java front-end. Java performance was
initially anticipated to be a system bottleneck, but extensive
application usage indicated that it was reasonable, and will only
improve as just-in-time compiler [23] technology advances. In
addition, the focus on a proxy-based architecture allows the offloading of work onto proxies, and can thus reduce many (Java)
clients to lightweight communications and user interface tools.
Fine object granularity, and the resulting large number of objects
transmitted, turned out to be more of an issue than Java
performance.

100 KB
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1
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22
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Table 1: Data Rate Comparisons
Figures 5 and 6 compare the network performance of C++ and
various Java implementations. These results indicate that, for the
same hardware platform, the basic network capabilities for Java
applications (Sun Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.02 [21]) and
Java applets (Netscape 3.01 on a Sun Sparc 20) are comparable
to that of C++.

In order to reduce the resulting network and processing
overhead, DataObjects, generic persistent objects specializing in
string-based data storage, were implemented. Despite this work,

bottlenecks7 in the manipulation of large amounts of information
still proved to be significant. We are exploring the tradeoffs in
the use of current object communication mechanisms, including
CORBA [2] and DCOM [31], and new techniques in dynamic
creation and distribution of components, such as Java applets and
ActiveX [9] controls, to address this issue.

5.3.3

Network Overhead

Network overhead (setting up and closing of sockets, input
streams, and output streams), was another anticipated source of
poor performance, but proved to be largely insignificant (around
10ms) when compared to the actual transmission of data in a
LAN environment. However, these costs are higher in a WAN
environment (in the order of 100ms), thus creating an incentive
to reduce network transmission overhead by bundling messages
together and using a connection-oriented protocol. Policies
regarding object granularity during saving and loading objects
can also be implemented to reduce the number of network
transactions and/or length of messages.
For example,
unmodified child or parent objects of modified objects need not
be saved. Similarly, the load operation need only load a certain
number of levels of hierarchy, leaving further retrieval to the
user, as opposed to exhaustively loading all related objects.
While we provide the infrastructure necessary for different
implementation strategies, it is currently up to developers to
strike a balance among program complexity, execution time, and
network overhead. We are implementing an adaptive system
which manages this tradeoff and optimizes expected
performance using a learning-based approach [1].

5.3.4

Server Technology

The distributed nature of tools and placement of the workflow
and registry servers as proxies made it very easy to organize,
manage, and select resources, as well as track tool information
(such as function, failure rates, help information, and sample
designs). The proxy workflow server simplified the task of both
the clients and the actual tool servers by offering a convenient,
scaleable middle-point at which additional functionality could be
added. For instance, it offers, transparent to the user, fault
tolerance (using heartbeats and backup servers), replication, and
progress-monitoring.
While the object-oriented nature and built-in capabilities made
the object-oriented database server ideal for storing persistent
Java objects, limitations included the difficulty of schema
evolution and significant object translation overhead.
Alternatively, a data service built upon a file system would
provide an extremely portable solution, but would require
additional infrastructure to handle many necessary capabilities,
such as versioning, transactions, object linking, ids, and multiple
hierarchy. A relational database would, in turn, offer many builtin capabilities, but would require a great deal of additional
modifications to represent object hierarchies.
Since the
beginning of the WELD project, object-oriented and objectrelational databases [19] have advanced and may offer improved
tradeoffs. However, we believe a system with generic, simple

data back-ends and sets of proxies that dynamically manipulate
application data, will provide the best all-around solution to the
network-data management problem, and is being explored.
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Conclusion

Computing infrastructure will continue to play a large role in
determining overall EDA tool integration strategies and
collaboration. Developments in the different network layers,
especially server and middleware, have the potential to enable
distributed collaborative EDA design systems that are scaleable,
adaptable, and secure. The development efforts of the WELD
project towards this goal to date include a data manager, a server
wrapper package, Java client packages, proxy services and a
distributed workflow system, all built with scalability, flexibility,
and extensibility in mind. Prototyping efforts indicate that such
a system, based upon Java front-ends in conjunction with proxies
and back-end servers, is indeed feasible, although there are still
issues to be addressed
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